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We have recently synthesized a new ma-
terial of “ silicon nanosheet”, which is
a monolayer of silicon atoms forming a
flexible two-dimensional crystalline struc-
ture with a thickness around 1 nm and
a lateral size of sub-micrometer.[1] Since
silicon is one of the most important ele-
ments in the modern technology and the
two-dimensional structure induces attrac-
tive properties from quantum size effects,
the silicon nanosheets are very promising
for various applications. Structures of the
nanosheets have been studied by transmis-
sion electron microscope (TEM) and atomic
force microscopy (AFM). Although TEM
and AFM are useful for the structure anal-
ysis of the nanosheets on grids and sub-
strates, they can not apply for those in dis-
persions. Thus, measurements of small-
angle neutron scattering (SANS) are em-
ployed to evaluate the structures of the sil-
icon nanosheets in a dispersion.

SANS was measured for a hexane dis-
persion of the silicon nanosheets in con-
centration of 1 wt%. Deuterated hexane
is used to reduce the background from
incoherent scattering and to enhance the
contrast against neutrons. The silicon
nanosheets were synthesize by exfoliat-
ing layered polysilane (Si6H6) by 1-hexene
with a catalyst under high temperature,
where the hexcyl groups are considered to
be grafted onto silicon monolayers. The
SANS measurements were performed at
SANS-U in JRR-3M (Tokai, Japan). The
wavelength was 7 Å and the sample-to-
detector distances were chosen to be 1, 2
and 8 m.

Figure 1 shows a SANS profile in log-
log plot obtained from a dispersion of the
silicon nanosheets. The profile presents a
straight line in a q range of q<0.2 Å−1. The
slope of -1.6 indicates a fractal structure,
which is smaller than -1 for thin rods and

larger than -2 for thin disks in dimension.
At q∼ 0.2 Å−1 the line bends down. It
is evaluated from this crossover point that
the silicon nanosheets have a thickness of
about 30 Å (=2π/0.2Å−1). The size of the
nanosheets can be estimated to be over 600
Å since the straight line hold at least q=0.01
Å−1. The thickness and size are consistent
of the results of TEM and AFM, although
the fractal property is unexpected.

It would be necessary to confirm this in-
teresting structure of the silicon nanosheets
by investigating more samples with vari-
ous methods. Dispersions prepared in dif-
ferent synthesis condition will be the next
target for SANS experiments.
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Fig. 1. SANS profile of silicon nanosheets in d-
hexane. A straight line with a slope of -1.6 is over-
layed.


